Save

Galatea Play creates space for LGBTQ+ community at Lehigh

for trans and Queer folks, and really explicitly (transgender), gender non-conforming and non
binary folks, to feel celebrated and centered."
Galatea is an adaptation of a 1585 play of the same name by John Lyly, which Gabel said
reminds him of the fact that trans people have always been around and will always be
around.
He said the nature-centric story also reminds him that Queer and transgender people are
natural.
'We have a connection to the natural world, to our bodies and to each other," Gabel said.
After 20 to 30 people auditioned from Sept. 12 to 14, Gabel said the cast was solidified and
rehearsals began. Gabel said in the past few weeks the cast has formed a close connection
with each other.
Kayli Silimperi, '24G, who plays Galatea's dad Titerys, said one of the defining features of
Gabel's directing style is his emphasis on mental health.
''You can tell he cares about the production as a whole and so that means caring about the
actors, the crew and himself," Silimperi said. 'When you're putting art on the stage, you give a
lot of yourself, so it's nice to remember the underlying person that is putting on the
character."
They said the cast also feels that Gabel has given them autonomy with their roles by trusting
them to have an inner sense of what the character is, wants and needs.
Sonja Hackenmueller, '26, who is the show's stage manager, said Gabel is open about his
creative vision throughout the process, which differs from other directors.
"Lyam (Gabel) will often say the basic ideas of what they want to happen in a scene but then
he'll give free rein to the actors to go through and block what feels natural to them,"
Hackenmueller said.
Gabel, Davison, Silimperi and Hackenmueller described the show as a joyful, fun experience of
celebration.
Hackenmueller said the production also features unique lighting aspects that the audience
wouldn't typically expect. This includes the show starting in black and white and later
developing into color.
As the show dates approach, Gabel said Galatea continues to receive support from the
Theatre Department and other organizations on campus.
"I think that everybody sees that there's a space needed and that the Theater Department has
been that space for Queer and transgender folk in the past, and we're happy to keep
providing it," Gabel said. "Lehigh has the opportunity to become a more welcoming space for
Queer and transgender people, and the Theatre Department, the Pride Center and other
spaces are a part of making that possible."

